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ABBEY'S CHOICE
Andrea
Camilleri, et al

Judges

Hb

$29.99 Camilleri, best known for his Inspector Montalbano series, presents the charming Judge Surra
who moves to a small Sicilian town in the late nineteenth century. He does not quite
understand the quirky welcoming gifts from the locals, but nothing stands in the way of his
quest for justice - and pastries. Lucarelli brings us a far darker story. Judge Valentina Lorenzi La Bambina - is so young and inexperienced she hardly merits a bodyguard. But when she
barely survives an assassin's bullet, her black-and-white world of crime and punishment turns
a deathly shade of grey. In The Triple Dream of the Prosecutor, De Cataldo, a judge himself,
crafts a Kafkaesque tale of a lifelong feud between Prosecutor Mandati and the corrupt Mayor
of Novere. When the mayor narrowly escapes a series of bizarre assassination attempts,
Mandati begins to realise that all his dreams may just be coming true. From Italy's premiere
crime authors, three novellas from every tradition of crime writing.

AUSTRALIAN CRIME
Honey Brown

Through the Cracks

Tp

$29.99 A leafy street. A quiet neighbour. The darkest of crimes. Four-year-old Nathan Fisher
disappears from the bank of a rocky creek. Did he drown or was he taken? The search for the
missing boy grips the nation. A decade later, young teen Adam Vander has grown tall enough
and strong enough to escape his abusive father. Emerging from behind the locked door of
their rambling suburban home, Adam steps into a world he's been kept isolated from. In the
days that follow, with the charismatic and streetwise Billy as his guide, Adam begins to
experience all that he's missed out on. As the bond between the boys grows, questions begin
to surface. Who is Adam really? Was it just luck that Billy found him, or an unsettling kind of
fate? And how dangerous is revealing the shocking truth of Adam's identity? It's a
treacherous climb from the darkness. For one boy to make it, the other might have to fall
through the cracks.

Guy Hallowes

Icefall

Tp

$29.99 The Ross Ice Shelf in the Antarctic, a lump of Ice about the size of France, is forecast to
collapse into the sea creating a fifteen metre tsunami that will race around the globe
destroying much of the world as we know it. This dire prediction, made by the British
Antarctic Survey, New Zealand Scientists, and the Pentagon is ignored by most of the world's
population; but not by beautiful, smart Tanya who has worked her way up from poverty to the
top of Sydney society, or, to her surprise, by her father-in-law David Bower. They persuade
the family to abandon their happy, fulfilled lifestyles to create a secure settlement in the Blue
Mountains, enabling them to survive the catastrophe but witness the complete destruction of
Sydney and all of Australia's coastal cities. From this, the depths of despair, they find ways to
start to rebuild the vibrant society that once existed.

MODERN CRIME
Margery
Allingham

Mr Campions
Farewell

Hb

$42.95 The idyllic English village of Lindsay Carfax isn't run by the parish council, the rating
authority, the sanitary inspector nor the local cops as you might suppose. The real bosses are
the Carders. But these boys are very fly customers - they're right on the ball. Boiled down, it
comes to this; they're a syndicate who run this place - which makes a packet - with their own
rules. One way and another they probably own most of it. Thus ruminated Superintendent
Charles Luke to Albert Campion who was contemplating visiting his wayward artistic niece in
Carfax. And when a missing schoolteacher reappeared after nine days, and Campion's car was
inadvertently damaged, not to mention Campion himself, then all the signs were that not all
was what it seemed. Campion himself plays the central role in this quintessentially British
mystery, but there are appearances too from all of Margery Allingham's regular characters,
from Luke to Campion's former manservant Lugg, to his wife Lady Amanda Fitton and others.
The dialogue is sharp and witty, the observation keen, and the climax is thrilling and eerily
atmospheric.

M J Arlidge

Eeny Meeny: Helen
Grace #1

Tp

$29.99 The girl emerged from the woods, barely alive. Her story was beyond belief. But it was true.
Every dreadful word of it. Days later, another desperate escapee is found - and a pattern is
emerging. Pairs of victims are being abducted, imprisoned then faced with a terrible choice:
kill or be killed. Would you rather lose your life or lose your mind? Detective Inspector Helen
Grace has faced down her own demons on her rise to the top. As she leads the investigation to
hunt down this unseen monster, she learns that it may be the survivors - living calling cards who hold the key to the case. And unless she succeeds, more innocents will die...
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David Baldacci

The Target: Will
Robie #3

Tp

$29.99 Will Robie from The Innocent and The Hit returns in his toughest mission to date. A time to
kill - or a time to die? The mission is to enter one of the most dangerous countries in the
world. The target is one of the toughest to reach. The result could be momentous - or it could
be Armageddon. There is no margin for error. US government operatives Will Robie and
Jessica Reel have to prove they are still the best team there is. But are they invincible when
pitted against an agent whose training has been under conditions where most would perish?
An old man is dying in an Alabama prison hospital, it seems there is one more evil game he
has still to play. And it's a game which comes close to home for Reel and Robie. But this time
the stakes might be way too high.

Cara Black

Murder Below
Montparnasse:
Aimee Leduc #13

Pb

$24.99 When Aime's long-term partner and best friend Rene leaves their detective agency for a new
job in Silicon Valley, Aime knows she can handle the extra workload. At least, that's what she
tells herself. But all bets are off when Yuri Volodya, a mysterious old Russian man, hires Aime
to protect a painting. By the time she gets to his Montparnasse atelier, the precious painting
has already been stolen, leaving Aime smelling a rat. The next day, Yuri is found tortured to
death in his kitchen.

Peggy Blair

The Poisoned Pawn: Pb
Inspector Ramirez
#2

$19.99 Detective Mike Ellis returns home after he is cleared in the death of a young boy while on
vacation in Cuba, only to discover that his estranged wife, Hilary, is dead, and that he's the
main suspect. Meanwhile, Inspector Ramirez, head of the Havana Major Crimes Unit, is
dispatched to Ottawa to take custody of a Cuban priest apprehended by authorities while in
possession of a laptop full of child pornography. Ramirez will uncover a web of deceit and
depravity that extends from the corridors of power in Ottawa to the hallowed halls of the
Vatican - and back again.

C J Box

The Highway

Pb

$19.99 There's a killer on the road. A predator who calls himself the Lizard King. And two young
women are lost in his hunting grounds...It was Danielle and Gracie's secret. A teenage
adventure. A 1,000 mile drive along the spine of the Rocky Mountains to visit Danielle's
boyfriend in Montana. Their parents were never to know. But now the girls have simply
vanished. The only person who knows they're missing is Danielle's boyfriend. He persuades
his father - a disgraced, suspended cop - to search for them. But he too simply disappears...

William Boyd

Solo: A James Bond
Novel

Pb

$19.99 It is 1969 and James Bond is about to go solo, recklessly motivated by revenge. A seasoned
veteran of the service, 007 is sent to single-handedly stop a civil war in the small West African
nation of Zanzarim. Aided by a beautiful accomplice and hindered by the local militia, he
undergoes a scarring experience which compels him to ignore M's orders in pursuit of his
own brand of justice. Bond's renegade action leads him to Washington, D.C., where he
discovers a web of intrigue and witnesses fresh horrors. Even if Bond succeeds in exacting his
revenge, a man with two faces will come to stalk his every waking moment.
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Adam Brookes

Night Heron

Tp

$29.99 A lone man, Peanut, escapes a labour camp in the dead of night, fleeing across the winter
desert of north-west China. Two decades earlier, he was a spy for the British; now Peanut
must disappear on Beijing's surveillance-blanketed streets. Desperate and ruthless, he reaches
out to his one-time MI6 paymasters via crusading journalist Philip Mangan, offering military
secrets in return for extraction. But the secrets prove more valuable than Peanut or Mangan
could ever have known...and not only to the British. Uncover a world of international secrets
in the utterly authentic, unbearably tense opening novel in a landmark thriller trilogy by BBC
Foreign Correspondent Adam Brookes.

Dan Brown

Inferno: Robert
Langdon #4

Pb

$19.99 Florence: Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon awakes in a hospital bed with no recollection
of where he is or how he got there. Nor can he explain the origin of the macabre object that is
found hidden in his belongings. A threat to his life will propel him and a young doctor, Sienna
Brooks, into a breakneck chase across the city. Only Langdon's knowledge of the hidden
passageways and ancient secrets that lie behind its historic facade can save them from the
clutches of their unknown pursuers. With only a few lines from Dante's The Inferno to guide
them, they must decipher a sequence of codes buried deep within some of the Renaissance's
most celebrated artworks to find the answers to a puzzle which may, or may not, help them
save the world from a terrifying threat.

Alafair Burke

If You Were Here

Pb

$19.99 When McKenna Jordan, a magazine journalist investigating the story of the heroic and
unidentified woman, finds the video footage, she thinks she recognizes her as Susan
Hauptmann. But Susan disappeared without a trace ten years earlier, having just introduced
McKenna to her future husband, Patrick. McKenna's complex search for her missing friend
forces her to unearth secrets that lie deep in all their pasts. A sublimely plotted mystery and a
devastating thriller about marriage, private security and journalistic scandal, If You Were Here
further underlines Dennis Lehane's assertion that 'Alafair Burke is one of the finest young
crime writers working today'.

Melanie Casey

Hindsight

Pb

$22.99 Cass Lehman had the misfortune of being born into a family of extraordinary women with
supernatural talents. Her mother sees the future, her grandmother is a healer and Cass has the
less sexy talent of seeing the past… but not just any past events… Cass’s terrifying gift is
triggered when she walks over a spot where someone has met their end in a sudden and
brutal way. Not only does she see their death, but she feels it... she relives it. So, for years,
she’s hardly set foot outside... until now. Spurred by a desire to have a life of her own, Cass
decides to take her first tentative steps towards freedom only to find herself confronted by
murder and mayhem in her sleepy hometown of Jewel Bay.

Richard Castle

Deadly Heat: Nikki
Heat #5

Pb

$17.95 Top NYPD Homicide Detective Nikki Heat pursues the elusive former CIA station chief who
ordered the execution of her mother over a decade ago. For the hunt, Nikki teams once again
with her romantic partner, Pulitzer Prize winning investigative journalist Jameson Rook, and
their quest for the old spy and the motive behind the past murder unearths an alarming terror
plot-which is anything but ancient history. It is lethal. It is now. And it has already entered its
countdown phase. Complicating Heat's mission to bring the rogue spy to justice and thwart
the looming terror event, a serial killer begins menacing the Twentieth Precinct and her
homicide squad is under pressure to stop him, and soon. The frightening murderer, known for
his chilling stealth, not only has singled out Nikki as the exclusive recipient of his taunting
messages, he then boldly names his next victim: Detective Heat.
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Ray Celestin

The Axeman's Jazz

Tp

$29.99 New Orleans, 1919. As a dark serial killer - The Axeman - stalks the city, three individuals set
out to unmask him... Though every citizen of the 'Big Easy' thinks they know who could be
behind the terrifying murders, Detective Lieutenant Michael Talbot, heading up the official
investigation, is struggling to find leads. But Michael has a grave secret - and if he doesn't get
himself on the right track fast - it could be exposed... Former detective Luca d'Andrea has
spent the last six years in Angola state penitentiary, after Michael, his protegee, blew the
whistle on his corrupt behaviour. Now a newly freed man, Luca is back working with the
mafia, whose need to solve the mystery of the Axeman is every bit as urgent as the
authorities'. Meanwhile, Ida is a secretary at the Pinkerton Detective Agency. Obsessed with
Sherlock Holmes and dreaming of a better life, Ida stumbles across a clue which lures her and
her musician friend, Louis Armstrong, to the case - and into terrible danger...

Lee Child

Never Go Back:
Jack Reacher #18

Pb

$19.99 After an epic journey all the way from South Dakota, drop-out military cop Jack Reacher has
finally made it to Virginia. His destination, the closest thing to a home he ever had: the
headquarters of his old unit, the 110th MP. He's there to meet the new commanding officer,
Major Susan Turner. He liked her voice on the phone. But the officer sitting behind Reacher's
old desk isn't a woman. Where is Susan Turner? And why is Reacher himself in big trouble,
accused of a sixteen-year-old homicide? And why is he met with these words: 'You're back in
the army, Major. And your ass is mine.'

John Connolly

The Wolf in Winter: Tp
Charlie Parker #12

$29.99 The community of Prosperous, Maine has always thrived when others have suffered. Its
inhabitants are wealthy, its children's future secure. It shuns outsiders. It guards its own. And
at the heart of Prosperous lie the ruins of an ancient church, transported stone by stone from
England centuries earlier by the founders of the town... But the death of a homeless man and
the disappearance of his daughter draw the haunted, lethal private investigator Charlie Parker
to Prosperous. Parker is a dangerous man, driven by compassion, by rage, and by the desire
for vengeance. In him the town and its protectors sense a threat graver than any they have
faced in their long history, and in the comfortable, sheltered inhabitants of a small Maine
town, Parker will encounter his most vicious opponents yet. Charlie Parker has been marked
to die so that Prosperous may survive.

Hy Conrad

Mr Monk Gets on
Board: Monk #2

Pb

$14.95 Popular TV character Monk returns in this latest TV tie-in mystery book. Of all the things that
make Adrian Monk uneasy, change ranks high on the list. So when Natalie completes her P.I.
license and technically becomes Monk's boss it's not easy for him to accept. She asks him to
spend a week with her on a cruise ship as she attends a business seminar at sea. But when the
body of Mariah, the cruise director, is fished out of the ocean, it's up to Monk and Natalie to
find out the truth about Mariah's unfortunate death.

Pb

$19.99 How did Sandrine die? There was no forced entry. She had been gradually stockpiling
prescription drugs. A lethal quantity of Demerol was found in her blood. But did the beautiful,
luminous Sandrine Madison really take her own life? The District Attorny doesn't think so.
Neither does the local newspaper. And so Sandrine's husband must now face a town
convinced of his guilt and a daughter whose faith in her father has been shaken to its core.
But, as he stands in the dock, Samuel Madison must confront yet more searing questions: Who
was Sandrine? Why did she die? And why - how? - is she making him fall in love with her all
over again? A psychological thriller from a true master, SANDRINE will hold you in its spell
until its unexpected end.

Thomas H Cook Sandrine
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Patricia
Cornwell

Dust: Kay Scarpetta
#21

Tp

$32.99 After working on one of the worst mass killings in US history, Chief Medical Examiner Kay
Scarpetta returns home to recover, but an unsettling call drives her straight back to work. The
body of a young woman has been discovered inside the sheltered gates of MIT, draped in an
unusual cloth and posed in a way that is too deliberate to be the killer's first strike. A
preliminary examination reveals that the body is covered in a fine dust that under ultra-violet
light fluoresces blood-red, emerald-green and sapphire-blue, and physical evidence links this
to another series of disturbing homicides in Washington, DC. As Scarpetta pieces together the
fragments of evidence she discovers that the cases connect, yet also seem to conflict, and with
so much at stake, it's clear that she is the only one who can solve it.

James Craig

A Man of Sorrows:
Pb
Inspector Carlyle #5

$16.99 Hunting down a paeodophile priest, Carlyle finds himself up against his old adversary
Christian Holyrod. The Mayor of London is responsible for hosting an upcoming visit by the
Pope and does not want any more scandals involving the Catholic church. Carlyle, however, is
not prepared to let crimes side, putting him on a collision course with both the mayor and the
church. Without his sympathetic boss, Carole Simpson, to protect him, could this be the end of
the line for Carlyle? Never one to fight only one battle at a time, he also has to deal with an
armed robbery at an upscale jewellers in Mayfair...and a serious health scare for Helen, his
wife.

Mason Cross

The Killing Season:
Carter Blake #1

Tp

$29.99 The first thing you should know about me is that my name is not Carter Blake. That name no
more belongs to me than the hotel room I was occupying when the call came in. When Caleb
Wardell, the infamous 'Chicago Sniper', escapes from death row two weeks before his
execution, the FBI calls on the services of Carter Blake, a man with certain specialised talents
whose skills lie in finding those who don't want to be found. A man to whom Wardell is no
stranger. Along with Elaine Banner, an ambitious special agent juggling life as a single mother
with her increasingly high-flying career, Blake must track Wardell down as he cuts a swathe
across America, apparently killing at random. But Blake and Banner soon find themselves
sidelined from the case. And as they try desperately to second guess a man who kills purely
for the thrill of it, they uncover a hornets' nest of lies and corruption. Now Blake must break
the rules and go head to head with the FBI if he is to stop Wardell and expose a deadly
conspiracy that will rock the country.

Charles
Cumming

A Colder War

Pb

$24.99 MI6's Head of Station in Turkey is killed in a mysterious plane crash. Amelia Levene, chief of
the Secret Intelligence Service, wants the incident investigated - quickly and quietly. The only
man she can trust is Thomas Kell, a disgraced spy searching for redemption. Arriving in
Istanbul, Kell discovers that MI6 operations in the region have been fatally compromised: a
traitor inside Western Intelligence threatens not just the Special Relationship, but the security
of the entire Middle East. Kell's search for the mole takes him from London, to Greece, and
into Eastern Europe. But when Kell is betrayed by those closest to him, the stakes become
personal. He will do anything to see this operation through - including putting himself, and
others, in the line of fire...

Clive Cussler

Mirage: Oregon
Files #9

Tp

$29.99 In October 1943, a U.S. destroyer sailed out of Philadelphia and supposedly vanished, the result
of a Navy experiment with electromagnetic radiation. The story was considered a hoax - but
now Juan Cabrillo and his Oregon colleagues aren't so sure. There is talk of a new weapon
soon to be auctioned, something very dangerous to America's interests, and the rumors link it
to the great inventor Nikola Tesla, who was working with the Navy when he died in 1943. Was
he responsible for the experiment? Are his notes in the hands of enemies? As Cabrillo races to
find the truth, he discovers there is even more at stake than he could have imagined - but by
the time he realizes it, he may already be too late.
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Jeffery Deaver

The Skin Collector:
Lincoln Rhyme #11

Tp

$32.99 A new type of serial killer is stalking the streets of New York - one more devious and
disturbing than ever before. They call this butcher The Skin Collector: a tattooist with a
chamber of torture hidden deep underground. But instead of using ink to create each
masterpiece, the artist uses a lethal poison which will render targets dead before they can
even entertain the prospect of escape... Drafted in to investigate, NYPD detective Lincoln
Rhyme and his associate Amelia Sachs have little to go on but a series of cryptic messages left
etched into the skin of the deceased. As the pair struggle to discover the meaning behind the
designs, they are led down a treacherous and twisting path where nothing is as it seems. And
with the clock rapidly ticking before the killer strikes again, they must untangle the twisted
web of clues before more victims - or they themselves - are next.

Joel Dicker

The Truth About
the Harry Quebert
Affair

Tp

$32.99 August 30, 1975. The day of the disappearance. The day Somerset, New Hampshire, lost its
innocence. That summer, struggling author Harry Quebert fell in love with fifteen-year-old
Nola Kellergan. Thirty-three years later, her body is dug up from his yard, along with a
manuscript copy of the novel that made him a household name. Quebert is the only suspect.
Marcus Goldman - Quebert's most gifted protege - throws off his writer's block to clear his
mentor's name. Solving the case and penning a new bestseller soon merge into one. As his
book begins to take on a life of its own, the nation is gripped by the mystery of 'The Girl Who
Touched the Heart of America'. But with Nola, in death as in life, nothing is ever as it seems.

Chris Ewan

Dead Line

Pb

$19.99 And just as your plan is developing, so you're evolving, too. You're changing in ways you
never would have thought possible before. But that's acceptable to you. You're prepared to do
whatever it takes...Why? Because you're the specialist. And that's how you're going to succeed.
What do you do if your fiancee goes missing, presumed taken? If you're Daniel Trent, a highly
trained specialist in hostage negotiation, the answer is simple: you find out who took her and
you make them talk. But matters are complicated when Daniel's chief suspect is kidnapped.
How does he get him back quickly - and alive? Set in Marseilles, Dead Line is a fast-paced
thriller that pitches the reader into Daniel's world, as he tries desperately to secure the release
of Jerome Moreau from a ruthless gang in order to interrogate him on the whereabouts of his
fiancee, Aimee. When things don't go according to plan, Daniel must use all his skills and
instincts to find the answers he's looking for. But will he meet the deadline?

Linda Fairstein

Death Angel: Alex
Cooper #15

Pb

$19.99 In Death Angel, Fairstein takes readers into the storied history of New York's Central Park as
Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman race to track down a serial killer
before yet another young woman is found dead. Is the body found in the Ramble the first
victim of a deranged psychopath, or are other missing women in years past whose remains
have never been found connected to this savage attack? Is this enormous urban park a
sanctuary in the middle of the city - as it seems to the thousands of New Yorkers and tourists
who fill it every day - or is it a hunting ground for a killer with a twisted mind? Once again,
Linda Fairstein will thrill both longtime fans and new readers with an explosive page-turner
filled with a shocking realism that only she can deliver.

Anne Frasier

Stay Dead: Elise
Sandburg #2

Pb

$19.99 In Death Angel, Fairstein takes readers into the storied history of New York's Central Park as
Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman race to track down a serial killer
before yet another young woman is found dead. Is the body found in the Ramble the first
victim of a deranged psychopath, or are other missing women in years past whose remains
have never been found connected to this savage attack? Is this enormous urban park a
sanctuary in the middle of the city - as it seems to the thousands of New Yorkers and tourists
who fill it every day - or is it a hunting ground for a killer with a twisted mind? Once again,
Linda Fairstein will thrill both longtime fans and new readers with an explosive page-turner
filled with a shocking realism that only she can deliver.
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Brian Freeman

The Cold Nowhere:
Jonathan Stride #6

Pb

$19.99 Ten years ago, six-year-old Catalina Mateo hid under the porch of her family home while a
knife butchered her mother and a bullet killed her father. Now, a rough-sleeping orphan, Cat
arrives at the house of Detective Jonathan Stride, pleading for protection. Covered in blood
and drenched in the icy waters of Lake Superior, she claims to have narrowly escaped a coldblooded killer. Stride's raw instinct is to protect Cat, whose late parents' case - and his
personal guilt associated with it - still sends a shiver down his spine. As a result, he takes the
troubled teenager under his wing without as much as a second thought. However, Stride's
partner Maggie Bei is not convinced. She doubts the sincerity of this beautiful young
streetwalker who has so easily won Stride's trust, and now sleeps in his house with a
butcher's knife under her pillow. As Stride continues to care for Cat, Maggie's suspicions
solidify, and a single question occupies the void between them: should Stride be afraid for, or
of, this terribly damaged girl?

Gillian Galbraith The Good Priest:
Father Vincent #1

Tp

$34.99 In the house of a Roman Catholic bishop a man lies in a pool of blood. Out in the bishop's
diocese the quiet life of parish priest Father Vincent Ross is about to be thrown into turmoil
by a terrifying revelation. There are ugly scandals being hidden by the church he has served
for so long, and a murderer is on the prowl. The police and the authorities are groping in the
dark, but Father Ross has been given special information that he cannot disclose to anyone. It
gradually dawns on him that he and he alone can unravel the mystery and bring the
nightmare of violence to an end. He must put his personal safety, his reputation and finally his
life on the line.

Thomas Greene The Headmaster's
Wife

Pb

$27.99 Arthur Winthrop is a middle-aged headmaster at an elite prep school in Vermont. When he is
arrested for an act that is incredibly out of character, the strait-laced, married headmaster
confesses to a much more serious crime. Arthur reveals that he has had a passionate affair
with a scholarship student called Betsy Pappas. But Betsy is a fickle and precocious teenager.
When she switches her attentions to a classmate, Arthur's passion for Betsy turns, by degrees,
into something far darker. Now Arthur must tell the truth about what happened to Betsy. But
can Arthur's version of events be trusted - or is the reality much more complex and
unnerving? The Headmaster's Wife is a dark, sinuous and compelling novel about marriage
and obsessive love.

Tom Grieves

A Cry in the Night

Pb

$19.99 When night falls, fear spreads...The Lake District: a wild landscape, rife with stories.
Detectives Zoe Barnes and Sam Taylor are called to investigate the disappearance of two
children. But they quickly realise they have been drawn into a complex and unnerving case
that hides a much darker intent: as they dig deeper, whispers grow of a community hiding a
deadly secret - and talk of witches, the like of which hasn't been heard since the seventeenth
century, is spreading. Zoe and Sam will have to work fast to save lives; but in this atmosphere
of fear and mistrust, can they even rely on each other?

Andrew Gross

Everything to Lose

Tp

$29.99 While driving along a suburban back road, Hilary Blum, who's just lost her job and whose
deadbeat husband has left her alone to care for her son with Asperger's, witnesses a freakish
accident. A car ahead of her careens down a hill and slams into a tree. Stopping to help, she
discovers the driver dead - and a satchel stuffed with a half a million dollars.That money
could prevent her family's ruin and keep her special needs son in school. In an instant, this
honest, achieving woman who has always done the responsible thing makes a decision that
puts her in the center of maelstrom of dark consequences and life-threatening recriminations a terrifying scheme involving a twenty-year-old murder, an old woman who's life has been
washed out to sea, and a powerful figure bent to keep the secret that can destroy him
hidden.With everything to lose, everything she loves, Hilary connects to a determined cop
from Staten Island, reeling from the disaster of Sandy, to bring down an enemy who will stop
at nothing to keep what that money was meant to silence, still buried.
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Carolyn Haines Smarty Bones:
Sarah Booth
Delaney #13

Pb

$14.95 Professor Olive Twist has come to Zinnia, Mississippi, to study a mysterious grave wherein lies
the Lady in Red, an anonymous but perfectly preserved and stunningly beautiful body. Since
the discovery of the grave in 1969, Mississippi schoolchildren have been making up colorful
stories about the Lady in Red's identity and past, but no one has come any closer to learning
the truth. Now, Olive claims she can not only identify the corpse, she can also prove the
woman's scandalous role in the nation's history. Olive takes it a step too far, though, when she
starts connecting elite Zinnia families with the same scandal.

Parnell Hall

Pb

$18.95 Stanley Hastings finally felt like a real PI, staking out a New Jersey motel to get evidence on a
woman s cheating husband. It should have been a piece of cake. Only the husband wasn t
cheating, someone killed him, and the cops are trying to pin the murder on the man
apprehended at the scene, who just happens to be Stanley. To clear his name, Stanley will
wind up jumping bail, impersonating a police officer, staking out a mob boss, and
appropriating a murder weapon from a sassy Jersey Girl who keeps trying to distract him by
ripping her clothes off.And that s just for starters...

Annie Hauxwell A Bitter Taste

Pb

$19.99 Treachery becomes a habit. London is in the grip of a stifling heatwave. The city has slowed to
a claustrophobic shuffle; heroin-addicted investigator Catherine Berlin suffers while working
the lowest of investigations: matrimonial. The city's junkies are in the grip of a drought of a
different kind. Sonja Kvist, a strung-out ghost from Berlin's past, turns up on her doorstep.
Sonja's daughter is missing. An unpaid debt leaves Berlin no choice but to take the case of the
missing ten-year-old. Berlin is back, but soon the hunter becomes the hunted: corrupt
detectives are on Berlin's tail chasing drugs she doesn't have, a young girl is murdered and the
matrimonial case takes a fatal turn. And the temperature keeps rising.

Annie Hauxwell In Her Blood

Pb

$19.99 Everyone is hooked on something. It's not that easy to kick the money habit. After the global
meltdown forces London's bankers to go cold turkey, people look elsewhere for a quick quid:
the old-fashioned East End. So when investigator Catherine Berlin gets an anonymous tip-off
about a local loan shark, the case seems straightforward - until her informant is found floating
in the Limehouse Basin. In another part of town, a notorious doctor is murdered in his
surgery, and his entire stock of pharmaceutical heroin stolen. An unorthodox copper is
assigned to the case, and Berlin finds herself a reluctant collaborator in a murder
investigation. Now Berlin has seven days to find out who killed her informant, why the police
are hounding her and, most urgently of all, where to find a new - and legal - supply of the
drug she can't survive without.

Mo Hayder

Tp

$32.99 I believe, from what I can hear, that either my daughter or my wife has just been attacked. I
don't know the outcome. The house is silent. Fourteen years ago two teenage lovers were
brutally murdered in a patch of remote woodland. The prime suspect confessed to the crimes
and was imprisoned. Now, one family is still trying to put the memory of the killings behind
them. But at their isolated hilltop house ...the nightmare is about to return.

Stakeout: Stanley
Hastings #18

Wolf: Jack Caffery
#7
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Elizabeth
Haynes

Under a Silent
Moon: DCI Louisa
Smith #1

Pb

$19.99 In the crisp, early morning hours, the police are called to a suspected murder at a farm
outside a small English village. A beautiful young woman has been found dead, blood all over
the cottage she lives in. At the same time, police respond to a reported female suicide, where a
car has fallen into a local quarry. As DCI Louisa Smith and her team gather the evidence, they
discover a link between these two women, a link which has sealed their dreadful fate one cold
night, under a silent moon. Told in a unique way, using source documents that allow readers
to interpret the evidence alongside DCI Louisa Smith and her team, Under a Silent Moon is an
unsettling and compulsively readable novel that will keep you gripped until the very last
page.

Jonathan Holt

The Abduction:
Carnivia Trilogy #2

Tp

$29.99 A teenage girl is kidnapped in Venice. The race to save her will uncover a conspiracy powerful
men will kill to keep hidden. The teenage daughter of a US soldier disappeared in Venice last
night. Now clues are appearing on anonymous website Carnivia.com - and the police are
always one step behind. Kat Tapo of the Venice Carabinieri and US intelligence analyst Holly
Boland are working together to find the girl. The deeper they dig, the darker the case
becomes. Daniele Barbo, creator of Carnivia, never allows access to his servers. But then
secrets are unearthed from Italy's dark wartime past. Secrets that could put them all in
danger...

Jonathan Holt

The Abomination:
Carnivia Trilogy #1

Pb

$17.99 In Venice - city of secrets, city of lies - two women search for a killer...Captain Katerina Tapo
is the youngest female officer of the Venice carabinieri. Assigned to her first murder case, she
finds a woman strangled and submerged in the waters that surround the city. A woman
dressed in the robes of a priest. Lieutenant Holly Boland of the US Army spent her childhood
in Italy. Now, returning at last, she finds herself conscripted by the intelligence forces to
investigate the murder of a female activist. A woman whose body has also been given to the
sea...Carnivia is a virtual Venice - a city within the city - where anyone may conduct another
life, outside the rule of law. Where the identities of two dead women lie hidden in plain
sight...

Richard House

The Kills (Omnibus)

Pb

$19.99 Camp Liberty is a forgotten military base in Amrah province, Iraq, a place where the detritus
of war is incinerated, burried, erased from memory. It is manned only by a small group of
economic mercenaries. When the mysterious Stephen Lawrence Sutler arrives tension begins
to mount. And then everything changes. An explosion. An attack on a regional government
office. When the dust settles it emerges that Sutler has disappeared, and over fifty million
dollars of reconstruction funds are missing. This is neither the beginning nor the end of the
trouble. And there's the vicious murder of an American student in Italy. A murder that
replicates exactly the details of a well-known novel, a novel Sutler has read. Moving across
continents, characters and genres, The Kills is an epic tale of crime and conspiracy: ambitious,
original and gripping. 'Prepare to be dazzled by this monumental novel' Sunday Times

Maxim
The New Mammoth Pb
Jakubowski (ed) Book Of Pulp
Fiction

$12.99 1920s in America saw the proliferation of hundreds of dubiously named but thrillingly
entertaining pulp magazines in America - Black Mask, Amazing, Astounding, Spicy Stories, AceHigh, Detective Magazine, Dare-Devil Aces. It was in these luridly-coloured publications,
printed on the cheapest pulp paper, that the first gems began to appear. The one golden rule
for writers of pulp fiction was to adhere to the art of storytelling. Each story had to have a
beginning, an end, economically-etched characters, but plenty going on, both in terms of
action and emotions. Pulp magazines were the TV of their day, plucking readers from drab
lives and planting them firmly in thrilling make-believe, successors to the Victorian penny
dreadfuls of writers such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Charles Dickens. These stories
exemplify the best of crime and mystery pulp fiction - its zest, speed, rhythm, verve and
commitment to straightforward storytelling - spanning seven decades of popular writing.
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J A Jance

Second Watch: J P
Beaumont #21

Pb

$17.95 Getting old is hell. J. P. Beaumont is finally taking some time off to have knee-replacement
surgery. But instead of recuperating, he is plunged into one of the most perplexing and mindblowing mysteries he's ever faced. A series of dreams takes Beaumont back to his early days
on the force with the Seattle PD, and then even earlier to his time in Vietnam. Are these druginduced hallucinations? Beaumont doesn't think so - not when images from the past lead him
to present-day murders... and dead bodies from the Second Watch that won't stay buried.

Claire Kendal

The Book of You

Tp

$29.99 A terrifying psychological thriller about obsession and power, perfect for fans of Gone Girl and
Before I Go to Sleep. Clarissa is becoming more and more frightened of her colleague, Rafe. He
won't leave her alone, and he refuses to take no for an answer. He is always there. Being
selected for jury service is a relief. The courtroom is a safe haven, a place where Rafe can't be.
But as a violent tale of kidnap and abuse unfolds, Clarissa begins to see parallels between her
own situation and that of the young woman on the witness stand. Realizing that she bears the
burden of proof, Clarissa unravels the twisted, macabre fairytale that Rafe has spun around
them - and discovers that the ending he envisions is more terrifying than she could have
imagined.

Lars Kepler

The Fire Witness:
DI Joona Linna #3

Pb

$19.99 Flora Hansen calls herself a medium and makes a living by pretending she can talk to the
dead. One evening in August she reads about a terrible murder at a mental institution and
decides to call the police, claiming to have made contact with with the spirit of the dead girl.
The official investigation is focused on one of the inmates, a quiet 'good' girl, who ran away on
the night of the murder. When Stockholm detective Joona Linna delves into her past, he
discovers she hasn't always been so good. Over and over again, the hunt for the killer takes
violent and unexpected turns. But even when the investigation has reached deadlock, the
police ignore Flora Hansen's phone calls. First she asks for money for the information she has,
but later she begs them, more and more desperately, to just listen to her...

Chris Kuzneski

The Forbidden
Tomb: Hunters #2

Tp

$29.99 The treasure: For over two thousand years, the legendary tomb of Alexander the Great - and
the riches concealed within - has evaded discovery. Now, after centuries of searching, an
ancient map has come to light that could hold the key to finding the fabled vault. Only one
team has the skill and the expertise to solve the mystery once and for all. The mission: It's up
to The Hunters - an elite group assembled to track down the world's greatest treasures - to
find the tomb. But on arriving in Alexandria, it quickly becomes clear that hostile forces are on
their trail. And when one of the team is captured in cisterns deep below the city, what began
as a treasure hunt becomes a deadly rescue mission. For there are some who will use any
means possible to destroy The Hunters' efforts, and now there is more at stake than they ever
could have imagined. High-octane action. Brilliant characters. Classic Kuzneski.

Donna Leon

The Golden Egg:
Guido Brunetti #22

Pb

$19.99 As the first leaves of autumn begin to fall, Vice Questore Patta asks Brunetti to look into a
minor violation committed by the mayor's future daughter-in-law. Brunetti has no interest in
helping his boss amass political favors, but he has little choice but to comply. Then Brunetti's
wife, Paola, comes to him with a request of her own. The mentally handicapped man who
worked at their dry cleaners has just died of a sleeping pill overdose, and Paola loathes the
idea that he lived and died without anyone noticing him, or helping him. To please his wife,
Brunetti investigates the death, and is surprised to find nothing on the man: no birth
certificate, no passport, no driver's license, no credit cards. As far as the Italian government is
concerned, he never existed. And yet, there is the body. As secrets unravel, Brunetti suspects
an aristocratic family might be somehow connected to the death. But why would anyone want
this sweet, simple-minded man dead?
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Robert Littell

A Nasty Piece of
Work

Tp

$29.99 Former homicide detective and CIA agent Lemuel Gunn left behind the Afghanistan battlefield
for a trailer in New Mexico to forge a new career as a private investigator. Out of nowhere
comes Ornella Neppi, a woman making a mess of her uncle's bail bonds business. She asks
Gunn to track down the source of her troubles, a man named Emilio Gava, who has jumped
bail after being arrested for buying cocaine. But no photos of Gava seem to exist. As Gunn
begins his search for a man it seems that someone is protecting, hitting dead end after dead
end, he starts to suspect that Gava might not exist at all - The grittiest novel yet from the
masterful Robert Littell, A Nasty Piece of Work is unmissable, powerful reading. As Gunn's
game of cat and mouse unfolds - every step leading him closer to the truth - he draws ever
closer to an unseen enemy's line of fire.

Robert Littell

Young Philby

Pb

$19.99 Englishman Harold Adrian Russell Philby, nicknamed Kim, slips onto the Russian freighter
Domatova as it quietly sails out of the Beirut harbour. A spy for the Soviet Union, he flees the
Lebanese capital with just the clothes on his back and uncertainty over his fate in Moscow.
Will he be welcomed as a senior Soviet intelligence officer? Will the Great Game he's so keen
on playing have a third act? Or will the Heart of Darkness have a more sinister purpose?
Impossible to put down, Young Philby paints a vivid picture about one of recent history's most
fascinating and subtle spies.

David Mark

Original Skin:
Aector McAvoy #2

Pb

$19.99 He squints his eyes against the glare on the glossy page. Knows, even before the image swims
into focus, that the picture will be of a skinny young man with peacock feathers on his back,
and a fleshy girl with blossoms and lilies upon her shoulder. Simon Appleyard and Suzie
Devlin are two pleasure seekers defined by their flamboyant tattoos. Their lust for life is
matched only by their hunger for taboo pleasures - a lifestyle that has just made them the
deadliest enemy imaginable. DS Aector McAvoy has been a marked man all his life. A
policeman with scars to his body and career, his fate will become linked with that of Simon
and Suzie as painfully and intricately as tattooed markings on virgin skin.

Graham
Masterton

Broken Angels:
Katie Maguire #2

Pb

$17.99 One cold spring morning in County Cork, two fishermen find a bundle of rags floating in the
Blackwater River: the mutilated corpse of a retired music teacher. His hands and feet are
bound, and his neck bears the mark of a garrotting wire.The Garda want to wrap this case up
before the press get hold of it. But when a second man is found murdered, the body bears all
the same marks as the first. And Detective Superintendent Katie Maguire fears this case
carries the hallmark of a serial murderer...

Thomas
Mogford

Hollow Mountain:
Spike Sanguinetti
#3

Pb

$24.99 At the heart of Gibraltar lies the Rock. At the heart of the Rock lies darkness. The late-morning
sun beats down on the Rock of Gibraltar as bored tourists photograph the Barbary Apes. A
child's scream pierces the silence as she sees a monkey cradling a macabre trophy. A man's
severed arm. In the narrow streets of the Old Town below, lawyer Spike Sanguinetti's friend
and colleague is critically injured in a mysterious hit-and-run. Spike must drop everything and
return home to Gibraltar, where he is drawn into a case defending a ruthless salvage company
hunting for treasure in the Straits. As Spike battles to save his business, he realises that his
investigations have triggered a terrifying sequence of events, and that everything he holds
dear is under threat.
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Carol O'Connell It Happens in the
Dark: Kathleen
Mallory #11

Pb

$19.99 The reviews called it A Play to Die For after a woman was found dead in the front row. It
didn't seem so funny the next night, when another body was found. Detective Kathy Mallory
takes over, but no matter what she asks, no one seems to be giving her a straight answer.
Every night, an unseen backstage hand chalks up messages on a blackboard. And the
ghostwriter is now writing Mallory into the play itself, a play about a long-ago massacre that
may not be at all fictional. MALLORY, the blackboard reads, TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT. NOTHING
PERSONAL. If Mallory can't find out who's responsible, heads will roll. Unfortunately, one of
them might be her own...

Kristina Ohlsson The Disappeared:
Bergman & Recht
#3

Pb

$19.99 When the film begins she has no idea what she is about to see. Nor does she realise what
devastating consequences this film and the decisions she then makes will have on the rest of
her life.' The body of a young woman is found carved up and buried in a forest glade in an
innocuous Swedish suburb. Alex Recht and his team in the Stockholm Police soon identify the
body as belonging to missing student, Rebecca Trolle, but as his team continues to excavate
the site, they soon find that someone has been returning to the same spot to bury their
victims year after year, decade after decade. Investigative Analyst Fredrika Bergman is
assigned the task of delving into Rebecca's private life. But little does she know that her
enquiries are about to uncover evidence that will put her actions under scrutiny from Internal
Affairs, and will throw her private life into turmoil. And what does the case have to do with
the elderly children's author living in a care home... who has never spoken a word to anyone
since she arrived years ago?

James Oswald

The Hangman's
Song: Inspector
McLean #3

Pb

$19.99 A young man is found hanging by a rope in his Edinburgh home. A simple, sad suicide, yet
Detective Inspector Tony McLean is puzzled by the curious suicide note. A second hanged man
and another strange note hint at a sinister pattern. Investigating a brutal prostitution and
human trafficking ring, McLean struggles to find time to link the two suicides. But the
discovery of a third convinces him of malicious intent. Digging deeper, McLean finds answers
much closer to home than he expects. Something terrifying stalks the city streets, and
bringing it to justice may destroy all he holds dear.

Tony Parsons

The Murder Bag:
Max Wolfe #1

Tp

$29.99 There's a serial killer on the loose. The social network sites all love him. Because he cuts the
throats of rich and powerful men. And he's good at it. Twenty years ago seven rich, privileged
students became friends at their exclusive private school, Potter's Field. Now they have started
dying in the most violent way imaginable. Enter Detective Max Wolfe. Single parent, devoted
husband of a brutally departed wife, dog lover, boxer. Defender of the weak. And every
murderer's worst nightmare. Newly arrived in the Homicide division of London's West End
Central, 27 Savile Row, Max follows the bloody trail from the backstreets and bright lights of
the city, to the darkest corners of the Internet and all the way to the corridors of power. As
the bodies pile up, Max finds the killer's reach getting closer to everything - and everyone - he
loves. Soon he is fighting not only for justice, but also for his own life...

Pb

$19.99 Forced into hiding from a mass murderer seeking vengeance, Detective Michael Bennett must
decide whether to stay and protect his family, or hunt down the man who is hunting them.
When Bennett arrested Manuel Perrine, he thought he had brought an end to the drug cartel
boss' reign of terror and would get justice for the murder of his best friend. But then, during
the trial, Perrine escaped. In a bloody shoot-out, Bennett killed Perrine's wife. Now he wants
nothing more than to make Bennett suffer, to make him pay. The whole family are moved to a
safe-house in California. But as Perrine's attacks on US soil become more vicious and more
daring, it's clear there is a war coming. No one, anywhere, is safe.

James Patterson Gone: Michael
Bennett #6
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Ridley Pearson

Choke Point: Risk
Agent #2

Richard Powers Orfeo

Pb

$17.95 Private security firm Rutherford Risk's new client is a philanthropist with a headline-making
cause: to locate and shut down an Amsterdam-based sweatshop that uses enslaved girls as
forced labor. Enter import/export entrepreneur John Knox, with his former combat
experience - and forensic accountant Grace Chu, who can trap and trace even the most
sensitive financial information. Working through the picturesque streets and canals of
Amsterdam, Knox and Grace face Middle Eastern mobsters, the owner of a local brothel and
police officers they don't trust. Pursuing one young girl who holds the key to their
investigation, but is either too afraid or in too deep to help them, they encounter the dark side
of a secret world where would-be allies are enemies, and the victims themselves don't want to
be saved.

Tp

$29.99 Seventy-year old avant-garde composer Peter Els opens the door one evening to find the
police outside. His DIY microbiology lab - the latest experiment in his lifelong attempt to
extract music from rich patterns beyond the ear's ability to hear - has come to the attention of
Homeland Security. Panicked by the raid on his house, Els flees and turns fugitive, waiting for
the evidence to clear him and for the alarm surrounding his activities to blow over. But alarm
turns to national hysteria, as the government promises a panicked nation that the 'Bioterrorist
Bach' will be found and brought to trial. As Els feels the noose around him tighten, he embarks
on a cross-country trip to visit, one last time, the people in his past who have most shaped his
failed musical journey. And through the help of these people - his ex-wife, his daughter, and
his longtime artistic collaborator - Els comes up with a plan to turn this disastrous collision
with national security into one last, resonant, calamitous artwork that might reach an
audience beyond his wildest dreams.

Roslund &
Hellstrom

Two Soldiers: Ewert Pb
Grens #6

$19.99 TWO SIDES. In the Stockholm suburb of Raby, tensions between the Swedish authorities and
organised juvenile gangs are approaching critical mass. TWO SENTINELS. Investigators Jose
Pereira and DCI Ewert Grens are increasingly disturbed by the escalating militancy of these
criminal enterprises. TWO SOLDIERS. The police are of little concern to blood brothers Leon
and Gabriel. They have vowed to secure dominance in the area, at any cost. A dangerous
collision awaits both sides. And so does a shocking revelation that will make all four men
question the direction their lives have taken.

John Searles

Help for the
Haunted

Tp

$29.99 It begins with a call one snowy February night. Lying in her bed, fourteen-year-old Sylvie
Mason overhears her parents on the phone across the hall. This is not the first late-night call
they have received, since her mother and father have an uncommon occupation: helping
'haunted souls' find peace. And yet something in Sylvie senses that this call is different from
the others, especially when they are lured to the old church on the outskirts of town. Once
there, her parents disappear, one after the other, behind the church's red door, leaving Sylvie
alone in the car. Not long after, she drifts off to sleep, only to wake to the sound of gunfire. As
the story weaves back and forth through the years leading up to that night and the months
following, the ever-inquisitive Sylvie searched for answers and uncovers secrets that have
haunted her family for years ...Help for the Haunted is a psychological thriller that will keep
you on the edge of your seat, told in the captivating voice of a young heroine who is
determined to discover the truth about what happened that winter night.

Dan Sehlberg

Mona

Tp

$32.99 Eric Söderqvist, a professor of computer science at the Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm, has invented Mind Surf, a pioneering thought-control system that allows people
with disabilities to browse the web. Meanwhile, Lebanese Samir Mustaf, a former MIT
professor whose beloved daughter Mona was killed by a cluster bomb, has just finished
creating the most sophisticated computer virus the world has ever seen, for the purpose of
launching a devastating cyber attack on Israel's financial system. When Eric's wife, Hanna,
falls into a coma - after having tested her husband's invention - the doctors are at a loss. Eric,
guilt-stricken and distraught, fixes on the unthinkable, becoming convinced that his wife has
been infected by a powerful computer virus, and that the only way he can save her life is by
tracking down its creator. What follows is a compelling and high-octane pursuit that spans
the Middle East and Europe.
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Georges
Simenon

The Yellow Dog

Pb

$16.99 This is the fifth book in the new Penguin Maigret series: Georges Simenon's gripping tale of
small town suspicion and revenge, in Linda Asher's timeless translation. There was an
exaggerated humility about her. Her cowed eyes, her way of gliding noiselessly about without
bumping into things, of quivering nervously at the slightest word, were the very image of a
scullery maid accustomed to hardship. And yet he sensed, beneath that image, glints of pride
held firmly in check. She was anaemic. Her flat chest was not formed to rouse desire.
Nevertheless, she was strangely appealing, perhaps because she seemed troubled, despondent,
sickly. In the windswept seaside town of Concarneau, a local wine merchant is shot. In fact,
someone is out to kill all the influential men and the entire town is soon sent into a state of
panic. For Maigret, the answers lie with the pale, downtrodden waitress Emma, and a strange
yellow dog lurking in the shadows...

Georges
Simenon

The Carter of La
Providence

Pb

$16.99 Georges Simenon's tragic tale of lost identity, in a gripping new translation by David Coward.
What was the woman doing here? In a stable, wearing pearl earrings, her stylish bracelet and
white buckskin shoes! She must have been alive when she got there because the crime had
been committed after ten in the evening. But how? And why? And no one had heard a thing!
She had not screamed. The two carters had not woken up. Inspector Maigret is standing in the
pouring rain by a canal. A well-dressed woman, Mary Lampson, has been found strangled in a
stable nearby. Why did her glamorous, hedonistic life come to such a brutal end here? Surely
her taciturn husband Sir Walter knows - or maybe the answers lie with the crew of the barge
La Providence.

Lesley Thomson Ghost Girl:
Detective's
Daughter #2

Tp

$29.99 It is a year since her father's death, but Stella Darnell has not moved on. She still cleans his
house every day, leaving it spotless as if he might return. Terry Darnell was Detective Chief
Superintendent at Hammersmith police station, and now Stella has discovered an unsolved
case in his darkroom: a folder of unlabelled photographs of deserted streets. The oldest
photograph dates back to 1966. To a day when Mary Thornton, just ten years old, is taking her
little brother home from school in time for tea. That afternoon, as the Moors Murderers are
sent to prison for life, Mary witnesses something that will haunt her forever. As Stella inches
closer to the truth, the events of that day begin to haunt her too...

Rebecca Tope

Trouble in the
Cotswolds: Thea
Osborne #12

Hb

$42.95 Thea Osborne hopes to spend a quiet Christmas house-sitting in the picturesque village of
Stanton. Her arrival at the village coincides with the funeral of Douglas Callender and the
murder of his girlfriend the following day.Thea finds herself thrust into the middle of another
Police investigation as she unwraps motives and scandals across the village. Amid the bleak
winter of Stanton and the murderous scandal, Thea is determined that she will survive the
festive season.Thea's interest is stirred but the onset of flu looks to prevent any sleuthing.
However, when two people show up brutally murdered the following afternoon, even when
battling a fever Thea finds herself thrust into the middle of yet another Police investigation.
With the Callendar family linked to most of the village Stanton is bursting with motives for
the murders including jealousy, closures of footpaths and secret animal testing. Thea turns to
local resident Dennis Ireland for safety but Dennis, as with the other villagers, may not be as
safe as first appears and Thea wonders who she can trust to help her survive the festive
season.

Rebecca Tope

Shadows in the
Cotswolds: Thea
Osborne #11

Pb

$17.99 When Thea Osbourne agrees to house sit for Oliver Meadows as a favor to her mother, she
expects a few days peace and quiet. But as usual, Thea quickly finds herself at the center of a
dark mystery when she discovers a dead body in the gardens of the house.Uncomfortable with
the news of her mother s sudden involvement with an old flame, and Thea herself unsure of
how to deal with her feelings for Drew Slocombe, she hopes that some time alone in the
historic town of Winchcombe will help to clear her head.In the latest installment to the
popular Cotswolds series by Rebecca Tope, Thea must work quickly to unravel the secrets
which are being kept by Oliver Meadows and his brother, Fraser, and discover exactly what
lies beneath the surface of their turbulent relationship. And amidst the chaos caused by the
investigation, will Thea find time to decide how she should deal with her own problems too?
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Fred Vargas

Dog Will Have His
Day: Three
Evangelists #2

Tp

$32.99 Keeping watch under the windows of the Paris flat belonging to a politician's nephew, ex-cop
Louis Kehlweiler catches sight of something odd on the pavement. A small white object,
surrounded by the excrement of local dogs. A piece of bone. Human bone, in fact. Naturally,
when Kehlweiler takes his find to the nearest police station, he faces ridicule. But the tiny
fragment obsesses him so much that he stops shadowing people with something to hide in the
city and follows the trail to the tiny Breton fishing village of Port-Nicolas. Because someone
there owns a pit bull terrier. A dog that would take a bite out of anything. Even the foot of a
corpse.

Barbara Vine

The Child's Child

Pb

$19.99 What sort of betrayal would drive a brother and sister apart? When Grace and her brother
Andrew inherit their grandmother's house in Hampstead, they decide to move in together. It
seems the obvious thing to do: they've always got on well, the house is large enough to split
down the middle, and neither of them likes partying or loud music. There's one thing they've
forgotten though: what if one of them wants to bring a lover into the house? When Andrew's
partner James moves in, it alters the balance - with almost fatal consequences.

Tom Vowler

That Dark
Remembered Day

Tp

$29.99 One family, one town, devastated by one tragic event. Can you ever know what those closest
to you are really capable of? When Stephen gets a phone call to say his mother isn't well, he
knows he must go to her straight away. But he dreads going back there. He has never been
able to understand why his mother chose to stay in the town he grew up in, after everything
that happened. One day's tragic events years before had left no one living there untouched.
Stephen's own dark memories are still poisoning his life, as well as his marriage. Perhaps now
is the time to go back and confront the place and the people of his shattered childhood. But
will he ever be able to understand the crime that punctured their lives so brutally? How can a
community move on from such a terrible legacy?

S J Watson

Before I Go to Sleep
(Film Tie-In)

Pb

$19.99 Christine wakes in a strange bed beside a man she does not recognise. In the bathroom she
finds a photograph of him taped to the mirror, and beneath it the words 'Your husband'. Each
day, Christine wakes knowing nothing of her life. Each night, her mind erases the day. But
before she goes to sleep, she will recover fragments from her past, flashbacks to the accident
that damaged her, and then - mercifully - she will forget. Chilling, exquisitely crafted and
compulsively readable, S.J. Watson's debut novel Before I Go to Sleep is a psychological thriller
of the highest order. It asks primary questions. Are there things best not remembered? Who
are we if we do not know our own history? How do we love without memory?

Pb

$21.99 British intelligence has a mole deep in the KGB. When that mole reports on a Soviet spy ring
in London, MI6 gets worried. And when MI6 gets worried, they call Catesby. He is sent on a
mole hunt that leads him through the seamy sex scandals of 1960s London to the jungles of
Vietnam. The tectonic plates of world power are shifting. Thrilling and deeply intelligent, The
Whitehall Mandarin reveals the US government's most deeply held secret - its investigation
into the People's Republic of China, and its concurrent rise to world domination. It's a secret
that Catesby may not live to share.

Edward Wilson The Whitehall
Mandarin
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COSY CRIME
Kate Carlisle

A Cookbook
Conspiracy:
Bibliophile #7

Pb

$14.95 It's a recipe for disaster when bookbinder Brooklyn Wainwright is asked to restore an antique
cookbook... Brooklyn's sister Savannah and her former culinary school classmates all became
successful chefs, especially Savannah's ex-boyfriend Baxter Cromwell, who went on to
culinary superstardom. When he invites the old gang to the gala opening of his new
restaurant in San Francisco, Savannah asks Brooklyn to restore a rare antique cookbook as a
present for him. The night they all gather, Baxter is found dead, the cookbook has
disappeared, and Savannah becomes the suspect du jour. But Brooklyn knows her sister is
innocent, and there are plenty of old grudges simmering among this backstabbing bunch. Now
she'll have to turn up the heat on the investigation before Chef Savannah finds herself slinging
hash in a prison cafeteria.

Claire Donally

Last Licks: Sunny &
Shadow #3

Pb

$14.95 When Sunny Coolidge's curmudgeonly boss, Oliver Barnstable, is sent to a recovery centre
after breaking his leg, Sunny is stuck shuttling between their offices in Kittery Harbor, Maine,
and the facility where Ollie is recuperating. And if putting up with temper tantrums from her
boss wasn't enough, his roommate, Gardner Scatterwell, is a shameless flirt. But when
Gardner dies unexpectedly, Ollie is convinced it was murder. Sunny's cat Shadow also meets
the resident cat, who always seems to cosy up to patients right before they die, is she jinxed?!

Sally
Goldenbaum

Angora Alibi:
Seaside Knitters #7

Pb

$25.95 Yarn shop owner Izzy Chambers Perry is having a heady summer. She and her new husband,
Sam, are expecting a baby. She's trying to stay active with bike rides, runs along the shore,
and spending time with the Seaside Knitters - until the day she spots an abandoned baby car
seat and a familiar blanket on the beach. Izzy immediately recognizes the blanket's material a soft yellow angora yarn she displayed in her shop window last fall. Maybe it's the hormones,
but Izzy has a terrible feeling... After a local man dies during a scuba dive, Izzy discovers he
was actually murdered and is connected to the abandoned car seat. Now it's up to the Seaside
Knitters to investigate. With their careful attention to patterns - and their fierce commitment
to bringing Izzy and Sam's baby into a peaceful town - they're determined to knit this mystery
together.

Mary Ellen
Hughes

The Pickled Piper:
Pb
Pickled & Preserved
#1

$14.95 After her dreams of romance are crushed, Piper Lamb decides to pursue her dream of opening
her own shop of pickles and preserves, called Piper's Picklings, in the idyllic small town of
Cloverdale. But she isn't in town long before she encounters a barrelful of trouble... The
Cloverdale fair offers Piper a sweet opportunity to promote her business. With her new
assistant, Amy, she sets up a booth centered around an eye-catching display of the everpopular dills in an old-fashioned barrel of brine. But things soon turn sour when fairgoers
witness a fight between Amy's boyfriend, Nate, and town council blowhard - and bagpipe
player - Alan Rosemont. When Rosemont is found floating in Piper's barrel, Nate becomes the
prime murder suspect. With Amy's boyfriend in a pretty pickle, there's no time to dillydally.
But as Piper searches for the real killer, she needs to be careful to preserve her own life... or
she may end up a pickled Piper herself.

Lizbeth
Lipperman

Jailhouse Glock:
Dead Sister Talking
#2

$25.95 As a war widow and a single mother, rookie cop Maddy Castillo isn't exactly flush with cash.
But her money problems are nothing compared to the trouble that starts when she's framed
for murder. Lucky for Maddy, her three sisters and the ghost of her fourth sister are on the
scene to help. And help is exactly what Maddy needs - hardened criminals have descended on
Vineyard, and Maddy's all tangled up in their hunt for a prized possession worth millions.

Pb
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Jenn McKinlay

Death of a Mad
Hatter: Hat Shop #2

Pb

$14.95 Scarlett Parker and her British cousin, Vivian Tremont, are hard at work at Mim's Whims their ladies' hat shop on London's chic Portobello Road - to create hats for an Alice in
Wonderland themed afternoon tea, a fund-raiser for a local children's hospital. It seems like a
wonderfully whimsical way to pass the hat, and Scarlett and Viv are delighted to outfit the
Grisby family, the hosts who are hoping to raise enough money to name a new hospital wing
after their patriarch. Unfortunately, the Grisby heir will not live to see it - he's been poisoned.
When traces of the poison are found on the hat Scarlett and Viv made for him, the police
become curiouser and curiouser about their involvement. Now the ladies need to don their
thinking caps and find the tea party crasher who's mad enough to kill at the drop of a hat...

Laura Morrigon A Tiger's Tale: Call
of the Wylde #2

Pb

$14.95 When a normally mellow tiger at a rescue facility trees a terrified vet, animal behaviorist
Grace Wilde needs to use her psychic ability to get to the root of the problem... A tiger can't
change his stripes - but if his behavior changes suddenly, there's a reason. So when eventempered Boris the Siberian tiger goes into attack mode, Grace knows there's more to the
story. Something is agitating the big cat. As she uses her telepathic ability to calm the tiger,
she realizes he has witnessed a theft - not of something but of someone. A teenaged volunteer
at the animal rescue facility has been taken... kidnapped. The problem is Brooke Ligner's
parents believe their troubled daughter ran away and Grace can't exactly reveal her source.
Even though sexy cop Kai Duncan is aware of Grace's secret ability, he can't initiate an
investigation based on the word of a tiger. Now, as Grace searches for solid clues to rescue the
missing teen, it's the human predators she'll need to watch out for...

Nancy J Parra

Murder Gone ARye: Baker's Treat
#3

Pb

$14.95 Toni Holmes is the best gluten-free baker in Oiltop, Kansas - okay, she's the only one - but
when her grandmother becomes a murder suspect, she's more concerned with keeping
Grandma free... When Toni's beloved - and eccentric - grandma Ruth is arrested for the
murder of her archenemy, Lois Striker, it's time for a senior moment of truth. Telltale tracks
from a scooter like the one Grandma Ruth rides lead the police to suspect the outspoken
oldster, but Toni knows her grandmother wouldn't burn a cookie, let alone extinguish a life. In
fact, the case has Grandma more revved up than her infamous scooter. A former investigative
journalist, she decides to solve the murder herself - with help from Toni - by digging up longburied town secrets. But as Grandma scoots in where others fear to tread, Toni needs to make
sure she not only stays out of jail but out of harm's way...

Cate Price

A Dollhouse to Die
Pb
For: Deadly Notions
#2

$14.95 Daisy Buchanan thinks of her shop, Sometimes a Great Notion, as more than just a business.
For her, it's a haven of vintage sewing notions and other treasures, excellent coffee, and
camaraderie. But when an antique dollhouse provokes some bizarre behavior on the part of a
customer, Daisy makes it her business to find out what secrets are hidden behind its tiny
doors... At an estate auction, Daisy is delighted to find the perfect present for a young girl she
knows - a charming dollhouse in need of restoration. But when local collector Harriet Kunes
tries to strong-arm Daisy into selling it, she's in for a shocking - and deadly - surprise. After an
intruder breaks in and tries to steal the dollhouse, Daisy wonders why everyone has
developed such an obsession over it. As she builds her collection of clues, she suspects that the
miniature Victorian holds the key to a second unsolved murder, and soon she stumbles across
much more than she bid on...

HISTORICAL CRIME
Emily
Brightwell

Mrs Jeffries Pleads
the Fifth (Omnibus)

Tp

$29.95 Everyone's awed by Inspector Witherspoon's Scotland Yard successes, but they don't know
about his secret weapon. Her name is Mrs. Jeffries, and she keeps house for the Inspector and keeps him on his toes. No matter how messy the murder or how dirty the deed, her
polished detection skills are up to the task. Because as she knows all too well, a crimesolver's
work is never done... Mrs. Jeffries Takes the Cake: The evidence was all there: a dead body,
two dessert plates, and a gun. As if Mr. Ashbury had been sharing cake with his own killer.
Now Mrs. Jeffries will have to do some snooping around to dish up clues... Mrs. Jeffries Rocks
the Boat: Mirabelle had traveled by boat all the way from Australia to visit her sister - only to
wind up murdered. Now Mrs. Jeffries must solve the case - and it's sink or swim... Mrs.
Jeffries Weeds the Plot: Three attempts have been made on Annabeth Gentry's life. Is it due to
her recent inheritance, or was it because her bloodhound dug up the body of a murdered
thief? Mrs. Jeffries will have to sniff out some clues before the plot thickens...
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Lindsey Davis

Enemies at Home:
Flavia Albia #2

Tp

$29.99 Albia is a remarkable woman in what is very much a man's world: young, widowed and
fiercely independent, she lives alone on the Aventine Hill in Rome and makes a good living as
a hired investigator. An outsider in more ways than one, Albia has unique insight into life in
ancient Rome, and she puts it to good use going places no man could go, and asking questions
no man could ask. Even as the dust settles from her last case, Albia finds herself once again
drawn into a web of lies an intrigue. A mysterious death at a local villa begs may be murder
and, as the household slaves are implicated, Albia is once again forced to involve herself. Her
fight is not just for truth and justice, however; this time, she's also battling for the very lives of
people who can't fight for themselves. Enemies at Home presents Ancient Rome as only
Lindsey Davis can, offering wit, intrigue, action and the further adventures of a brilliant new
heroine who promises to be as celebrated as Marcus Didius Falco and Helena Justina, her
fictional predecessors.

Paul Doherty

Candle Flame:
Brother Athelstan
#13

Hb

$42.95 February, 1381. London lies frozen in the grip of one of the bitterest winters on record. The
ever-rising taxes demanded by the Regent, John of Gaunt, are causing increasing resentment
among the city's poor. When the seething unrest boils over into a bloody massacre at a
splendid Southwark tavern, The Candle Flame, in which nine people, including Gaunt's tax
collectors, their military escort and the prostitutes entertaining them, are brutally murdered,
the furious Regent orders Brother Athelstan to get to the bottom of the matter. For not only
has Gaunt's treasure trove been stolen, he has reason to believe a French spy is active along
the Thames, carefully recording for his masters in the Louvre the state of English war cogs.
And a professional assassin, Beowulf, who has sworn vengeance against Gaunt and his
minions, also stalks the shadows. Once again, Athelstan must enter the murky world of
murder, where the darkness constantly shifts and no one is who or what they seem.

Alex Grecian

The Black Country:
Murder Squad #2

Pb

$19.99 When members of a prominent family disappear from a coal-mining village - and a human
eyeball is discovered in a bird's nest - the local constable sends for help from Scotland Yard's
new Murder Squad. Inspector Walter Day and Sergeant Nevil Hammersmith respond, but they
have no idea what they're about to get into. The villagers have intense, intertwined histories.
Everybody bears a secret. Superstitions abound. And the village itself is slowly sinking into the
mines beneath it. Not even the arrival of forensics pioneer Dr. Bernard Kingsley seems to help.
In fact, the more the three of them investigate, the more they realize they may never be
allowed to leave...

Barbara Corrado The Missing Italian
Pope
Girl

Pb

$18.95 On a sultry night in June 1897, Pyotr Ivanovich Balenov, a young Russian, and two young
women transport a dead man through the narrow streets of a working class neighborhood in
Paris. They throw the body into the canal and the girls flee to the Latin Quarter to hide with
one of Pyotr s anarchist comrades. They do not realize that they, too, are being watched. Their
subsequent disappearance and the violent acts that follow will set Clarie Martin, a teacher and
mother of a toddler, and her husband, magistrate Bernard Martin (last seen in Cezanne's
Quarry and The Blood of Lorraine) on a dangerous quest to rescue them from a vicious killer
in fin-de-siecle Paris.

Andrew
Swanston

Pb

$19.99 Spring, 1648. When Thomas Hill, a bookseller living in rural Hampshire, publishes a political
pamphlet he has little idea of the trouble that will follow. He is quickly arrested, forced on a
boat to Barbados and condemned to life as a slave to two of the island's most notoriously
violent brothers. In England war has erupted again, with London under threat of attack. When
news of the king's execution reaches the island, political stability is threatened and a fleet
commanded by Sir George Ayscue arrives to take control of the island for Cromwell. The
threat of violence increases. Thomas finds himself witness to abuse, poison, rape and savage
brutality. When a coded message from Ayscue to a sympathiser on the island is intercepted,
Thomas is asked to decipher it. A disastrous battle seems inevitable. But nothing turns out as
planned. And as the death toll mounts, the escape Thomas has been relying on seems ever
more unlikely.

The King's Exile:
Thomas Hill #2
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Victoria
Thompson

Murder in Chelsea:
Gaslight #15

Pb

$14.95 Sarah Brandt is shattered when she learns that a woman has inquired at the Daughters of
Hope Mission for Catherine, the abandoned child she has taken as her daughter. The woman
claims she was Catherine's nursemaid, and is now acting on behalf of the girl's mother to
reunite them. Unwilling to simply hand Catherine over to a complete stranger, Sarah asks
Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy to investigate. But when he goes to interview the woman at
her tenement in Chelsea, he finds she has been murdered. Though her death leaves Sarah's
claim to Catherine unchallenged, her sense of justice compels her to work with Malloy to find
the killer. Their search takes them from the marble mansions of the Upper West Side to the
dilapidated dwellings of lower Manhattan and into the deepest and darkest secrets of
Catherine's past. And while Malloy helps Sarah determine the fate of the child she loves, he
faces a challenge of his own - and his decision could change both their lives forever...

Carol Baxter

The Peculiar Case of Pb
the Electric
Constable: A True
Tale of Passion,
Poison and Pursuit

$19.99 The electrifying story of a criminal Quaker, a poisoned mistress, and the dawn of the
information age in Victorian England John Tawell was a sincere Quaker but a sinning one.
Convicted of forgery, he was transported to Sydney, where he made a fortune. When he
returned home to England, he thought he would be welcomed, but he was shunned. Then on
New Year's Day 1845 Tawell boarded the train from Slough to London Paddington. Soon, men
arrived chasing a suspected murderer - but the train had departed. The Great Western
Railway was experimenting with a new-fangled device, the electric telegraph, so a message
was sent: a 'KWAKER' man was on the run. The trial that followed became a sensation. Told
with narrative verve and rich in historical research, this is a delicious true tale of murder and
scientific revolution in Victorian England.

John Dale

Huckstepp: A
Dangerous Life

Pb

$24.99 A true crime classic, the bestselling Huckstepp investigates the murder of a charismatic
woman who has fascinated Australians since she first appeared on national television to
accuse NSW detectives of shooting her boyfriend in cold blood. Throughout her short life,
Sallie-Anne Huckstepp lived a dangerous existence. This is a true story, brilliantly told, of a
courageous woman who spoke out against corruption and murder.

Clive Small &
Tom Gilling

Milat: Inside
Australias Biggest
Manhunt - A
Detectives Story

Tp

$29.99 Milat - the serial killer who preyed on young hitchhikers. The backpackers - the innocent
victims of a brutal murderer. Belanglo - a place that became synonymous with pure evil. It
was the biggest and most complex manhunt in Australian history, an investigation that
gripped a nation. Behind the many false leads and dead ends, precious clues emerged that
pointed to one man. This is the story of how Ivan Milat was caught. Clive Small takes us inside
the operation he led as his team painstakingly pieced together the evidence that put Milat
behind bars. But questions remain. Did he act alone? Were there other victims? How much did
his family know? And what of his great-nephew, who brutally killed a young man in 2010?
Chilling, forensic, compassionate - this is the definitive story that could only be told by
someone at the centre of the police operation. It is also a powerful argument for the
reinvestigation of more than a hundred unsolved murders.

TRUE CRIME
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